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A Generation, Kanal and Ashes and Diamonds (Andrzej Wajda, 1954, 1957, 1958) 

 
A Generation is officially about life under the Nazis, but can with no difficulty be transferred 

forward ten years, to being about life under the communists: to being a film about the 

unspeakable 1940s making a contemporary statement about the grim 1950s, when it was 

made. 

 

 
 

       Polanski. 

 

 It was Wajda’s first film, and he seems to have had his cinematic language already 

worked out as naturally as had Satyajit Ray, whose own first film, Pather Panchali, was made 

about the same time. He (Wajda) works in terms of empty landscapes, bleak streetscapes, and 

dark interiors. The only populated street has corpses hanging from its telegraph poles. All 

other streets are deserted, except for the protagonists and their deeds. Interiors are 

claustrophobic. One scene seems to take place in an echoing tunnel: it’s the one where the 

heroine shows unexpected skill in dismantling and inspecting a Luger pistol. Groups within 

these interiors are power-structured: the petty bosses bully the apprentices, the Nazis beat up 

the Poles, and in one scene, a Catholic priest/teacher, shot from a low angle to accentuate the 

smallness of his classroom and the resentment he engenders in his pupils’ faces, tries without 

success to get one of them to recite the creed. 

 Tunnels and corridors predominate: as though the sewers of Kanal are already there in 

embryo. The heroine is taken to a waiting German car, and to her death, down a long corridor. 

The second protagonist kills himself by throwing himself down a stairwell. 

 The next two films in the trilogy are anticipated as if by miracle (for neither of them were 

thought of when A Generation was being shot): the resistance help some Jews out of a sewer: 

one resistance fighter, cornered by the Germans, thinks he has a way out, only to find a barred 

exit with a lock. This character is interestingly kinky. He takes delight in emptying a whole 

magazine – far more bullets than are necessary – into the head of a German who’s groping a 

prostitute. He looks slightly camp (a cross between Dirk Bogarde and Brian Bedford) and 

when a Jewish man of the same age visits him, Wajda’s tense close-ups suggest a gay 

relationship (which isn’t, this being 1954, followed up). The figure is much more individual 

than the ostensible hero, the one who gets the lesson in rudimentary Marxism from the Wise 

Old Worker: his affair with the heroine is as simplistically set-up and developed as it would 

be in an old Soviet propaganda movie. The camp guy is much more interesting: in his 

ambivalence, he anticipates Maciek in Ashes and Diamonds: Zbigniev Cybulski himself is 

there in the opening reel, playing dangerous games with knives and coal-trucks. 

 And yes, if you freeze the frame on one zip-pan, there is the first ever screen appearance 

of the young Roman Polanski: a later shot reveals him in short trousers, with much hairier 

legs than his seeming age would imply. 
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—————— 

 
Emboldened by the success of his first film, Wajda (so goes my thesis), set most of his next 

one in the sewers; their cimmerian and odoriferous mazes a still more apt metaphor for life 

under the Russian-dominated Polish communist party, but ideologically and historically 

unimpeachable, since everyone knew that the Warsaw sewers were indeed where the final 

stages of the Warsaw Uprising had been played out. 

 I think we’ve been spoiled by Steven Spielberg and the opening of Saving Private Ryan 

to the point where we can no longer experience the impact Kanal had in the otherwise tame 

nineteen-fifties. Andrzej Munk, with a documentarist’s background, turned the film down 

because, of course, there’s no light in sewers, so any assertion that a film had been made 

down there would be fake: Wajda created the sewers in a studio. And many shots show 

several people all standing, upright, in a group, knee-deep in sludge at the most. I do not think 

many cities have sewers that spacious – certainly not Warsaw, though Vienna might; in 

Warsaw you wouldn’t be knee-deep, you’d be up to the neck. Yes, at one point someone says 

there’s very little oxygen down here, and matches won’t light; but although the liquid through 

which everyone wades looks very dark, there are occasional clouds of what look like steam, 

which gives it all a Hammer Horror feel. As Vladek Sheybal wanders away piping into the 

distance never to return, there are even bubbles arising from the cess around his ankles, as 

though it were an Indiana Jones fantasy. 

 

 
 

 Nevertheless … no-one had made a war movie as despairing as this in 1957, and few 

have since: certainly not Steven Spielberg. “I see water, Jacek … and green grass,” says the 

blonde heroine, as – in a shock moment which stayed with me since first I saw the film until 

now watching it on DVD – the camera turns the corner they’ve been approaching, only to 

discover that the sewage outlet into the Vistula, from which they’d hoped to escape, has bars 

across it. Jacek, her dying lover, is played by Tadeusz Janckar, the Bogarde lookalike who 

throws himself down the stairwell in A Generation, also upon finding that where he thought 

there was a door, there are bars. 

 What I hadn’t realised on first seeing the film in the cinema, is that what she’s looking at 

as she slumps over his body, the light which offered such hope but now offers only death, is 

the Russians, stopped on the other side of the Vistula, waiting for the Warsaw Uprising to fail, 

so that yet another swathe of the Polish leadership will be destroyed before they move in, 

drive the Nazis out for good, and take over the country they’ve coveted and despised so much 

for centuries. As with the Russians in 1944, so with the Russians in 1957. As she disappears 
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out of frame (for we see no-one die in Kanal until the very last scene), the camera focuses on 

what she was looking at, and we see not only the first intact buildings in the film, but also the 

tiny, distant shapes of what could well be Russian tanks. 

 Kanal opens with a single shot lasting four minutes: it’s all in one straight line, and so 

doesn’t draw attention to itself like Welles’ opening to Touch of Evil, which was made the 

following year (I don’t know whether Welles saw Kanal in time to wish to emulate and 

exceed it); but as it develops, and we’re introduced via voice-over to the characters, we see, 

scattered around the ravaged landscape of 1944 Warsaw, numerous peacetime items which 

have been blown out, blown up, and scattered never to be reassembled: some paving slabs 

which will now never form a pavement; hundreds of sheets of paper from a burst filing-

cabinet, and so on. All the time (before the action goes underground), Wajda shows the 

characters grasping desperately at some detail or other which reassures them, against all the 

evidence, that peacetime activity is still relevant. The blonde who puts on lipstick, the man 

who shaves, the sergeant who, with his immaculate handwriting, keeps a log of casualties for 

sending to next of kin when it’s all over – except that they have no next of kin left, and “when 

it’s all over” they’ll all be dead. Most memorable – like the shot of the barred sewage outlet, 

it stays with you for ever – is the beautiful woman on the stretcher. One of the men in the 

company recognises her, and starts a peacetime conversation, all about the mutual friends 

they have … when suddenly, as her stretcher’s picked up, the blanket falls off to reveal that 

her leg’s been amputated. 

 

—————— 

 

Watching the three films in sequence produces some strange effects. The opening shot of 

Ashes and Diamonds is an idyllic pan down from the cross on top of a wayside chapel to two 

men lounging on the grass while a bird sings peacefully overhead. One of the men is the 

film’s hero, Maciek (Czybulski); but the other – the one whose face takes up most of the shot 

– is that of the actor who plays, in Kanal, the Nazi who’s training his gun on the insurgents as 

they climb out of the sewer and line up to be killed. He’s explaining to Maciek, for the 

umpteenth time, that the man they’re about to assassinate is the new secretary of the local 

communist party. Was the casting deliberate? He and Maciek both belong to the conservative 

Home Army – all that’s left of the fighters in the Warsaw Uprising: are we really to equate 

them now with the Nazis who destroyed them? 

 As the Nazis are now defeated, Wajda can no longer play the same game, and portray the 

communists while pretending to portray them. 

 

 

     It’s the last day of the war, and Poland is 

(we’re told), already faced at once with the choice 

between communism and bourgeois democracy. 

Maciek is on the latter side: the dark glasses he 

wears are a result of having spent too much time 

in the sewers. His intention, and that of the 

residual Home Army, is to eliminate as much of 

the future communist hierarchy as possible. 

That’s why he’s waiting on the grass at the 

wayside chapel: there’s to be an ambush. 

     There is an ambush (Maciek takes delight in 

emptying a whole magazine – far more bullets 

than are necessary – into his victim),
1
 but the 

wrong people get killed: the communist official (a 

big, avuncular, chain-smoking Stalinist type, with 

a limp), turns up shortly after, realises that the 

ambush  had been meant for him, and lectures the  

                                                 
1: Wajda wanted Tadeusz Janzcar for his leading man, and had to be persuaded, after screen-tests, that Cybulski 

was best. 
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workers (who spring into frame from nowhere, disappear, and are never seen again), on the 

need for yet more suffering. 

 This character (he says he’s spent “time abroad”, that is, in Russia), seems sympathetic, 

but we never get to know him well apart from one scene with his separated wife, who’s not a 

Marxist and who has, he says, brought up their son wrongly in his absence; and another, in 

which he’s woken and told that that same son has been fighting against the communists, and 

has just been arrested. We do wonder why he wears his raincoat as a cloak, and never puts his 

arms through its sleeves. 

 Now and again Russian boots appear in windows, Russian tanks roll by anonymously, or 

Russian soldiers pass by singing patriotic songs. 

 Maciek’s associates are all bourgeois: they have expensive clothes, smart hairstyles, drink 

and smoke a lot and spend all their time clubbing and partying. 

 I think what I’m saying is, that apart from its excellent start and its sensational ending, 

Ashes and Diamonds is a disappointment after the two previous films. The overt ideology is 

clichéd; the plotting lacks tension, and some scenes – especially those with the two drunks at 

the dinner-party – positively hold things up. The church symbolism is heavy: at the wayside 

chapel, a little girl has to be lifted up to place her bunch of flowers over the door, but in a 

much larger, ruined church, the crucifix creaks upside-down, and Maciek and his barmaid-

girlfriend don’t realise, as they decipher the Cyprian Norwid poem from which the film’s title 

comes, that there are two dead bodies in the church, those of the men Maciek shot by mistake 

in the first reel. Religion is for kids: it can’t answer the real problems of 1945 Poland. 

 

 But you watch Ashes and Diamonds for 

Zbigniev Czybulski – yes, he really was 

inspired by James Dean, having just been to 

Paris and seen Rebel without a Cause (if only 

it had been East of Eden). Wearing, at his 

own insistence and against Wajda’s natural 

instinct, late 1950s clothes in a film set 

thirteen years previously, he and the grave 

Ewa Krzyzewska (as his barmaid-girlfriend), 

give the most original, authentic, lived-in 

performances in all of the three films.  

 
 

 Maciek belongs, not to WWII, but to the second half of the twentieth century: he believes 

in nothing, knows very little, has no initiative, goes where events dictate, does, unwillingly, 

what he’s told – and is killed by accident (for the Polish soldiers who shoot him have no 

suspicion that he’s just assassinated the communist leader). 

 The assassination – shot, as is everything in the film, from a low angle – is memorable for 

the way the limping party secretary, the father-figure of the scenario, slumps forward into the 

arms of his young killer … as fireworks in the sky behind them celebrate the end of the war 

and the beginning of the Marxist utopia. 

 Maciek’s death, shot in the stomach, curling up foetus-wise, twitching with mute screams 

on a landfill site, is up there with Brando’s in The Godfather as the screen’s most memorable. 


